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Roots of Rhythm World Drumming Teacher Workshop 2006
Lesson Plan for Chapter 6

Title The Picnic of the World - Kakko from Japan 				Kimberly Alfred  										7/14/2006											Cleveland, OH	
Grade Category Elementary

Lesson Time 3-5 lessons (50 minutes)

Goals
Students will use geography skills to connect to song. Students will demonstrate knowledge of different world percussion instruments.  

Objectives  
1. The students will demonstrate understanding of musical form(introduction, verse, refrain, coda) 	by moving appropriately, playing percussion instruments, and arranging shapes to 	designates musical sections. 
2. Students will perform song using correct rhythms and accurate pitches.

Content Standards
1. Singing, alone and with others, a varied repertoire of music.
2. Performing on instruments, alone and with others, a varied repertoire of music.
6. Listening to, analyzing, and describing music.
8. Understanding relationships between music, the other arts, and disciplines outside the arts.

Materials
1. Students copies of "The Picnic of the World"
2. 2003 WLC Rehearsal CD
3. Foam or paper shapes for each student
4. Small homemade percussion instruments (Kakko, Ranat Ek) 
5. Classroom instruments (triangle, woodblocks)
6. World map
7. Roots of Rhythm curriculum/CD

Student Skill Level 
1. Students have experience with moving to music. 
2. Students are familiar with musical terms to describe music. 
3. Students are familiar with instruments from different regions of the world. 
4. Students can play on the beat.

Procedure 
1. Sing the opening 4 phrases of the song for the students. Prompt questions about what the topic of the song is.

2. Have students listen to entire song two times. 

3. Have them determine how many different sections are in the song.

4. Ask students to identify repeated sections in the song. 

5. Have them create actions that depict the words in the song and sing the song using the chosen movements.

6. Help students develop simple movements to accompany the Verse

7. Help students determine how the song ends.

8. Perform the entire song with the movements. Help students participate in singing the names of the countries by listing the countries in order on an overhead transparency or large poster.

9. Ask students to be seated. Add selected percussion instruments to accompany each section of the song. Students may play their instruments on the beat.

10. Give students foam shapes or paper shapes and ask them to arrange the shapes to describe the form of the song.

11. Students can use large maps of each continent and point to the appropriate country as the song is being sung. Have students place pictures of instruments they have been introduced to on its respective country.

12. Have students identify the 79 countries listed in this song.

13. Have students compose another verse to the song using a country that is not listed. 

Student Product 
Performance of song at a school concert, homemade instruments

Assessment 
Students sing song using correct posture, correct rhythms, and accurate pitches. Students demonstrate knowledge of different instruments and their respective culture/country. Students perform on their instruments using accurate technique and rhythm.  

Reflection 
N/A

Resources
N/A


